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Global perspectives: Stand and deliver 

 Global markets have been promised significant monetary easing and it is 

now time for central banks to deliver. We expect both the ECB and the US Fed 

to demonstrate a commitment to easier monetary policy in coming days – anything 

less is likely to be received poorly by markets. 

 We remain concerned that using monetary policy to offset trade policy own 

goals may be storing up trouble for the long term. On both sides of the Atlantic 

there has been an obvious U-turn in monetary policymaking, from normalising to 

easing. While this is beneficial for gold, we believe equity investors are 

demonstrating a touching faith in the ability of central banks to support the 

economy and corporate profits. 

 This faith may yet be tested in H219. 2019 profits forecasts have re-established 

their trend of downgrades, having briefly stabilised at the end of Q19 when there 

appeared to be some hope of a US/China trade truce. We have seen no real 

evidence of progress in respect of US/China trade negotiations since the 

resumption of talks following the G20 meeting.  

 We believe we remain relatively late in the economic cycle. Given the longevity 

of the current global expansion, very low unemployment and rising debt levels in a 

number of sectors within the global economy we suggest that profits should 

continue to be taken in equities as valuations rise and expected returns fall. A 

degree of caution remains warranted, in our view.
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Stand and deliver  

Onus is on central banks to deliver on promises to ease monetary policy 

With expectations running high, monetary policymakers are now under pressure to deliver on the 

promised easing of monetary policy on both sides of the Atlantic. In our view, the consensus has 

shifted to the point where all but the most radical immediate measures are likely to be met with a 

metaphorical shrug of the market’s shoulders. On the other hand, while it is unlikely, should central 

banks fail to deliver the monetary stimulus which has been promised, equities would in our view be 

at increased risk of a somewhat larger sell-off. 

The past six weeks has seen an astonishing rally spanning bonds, equities and precious metals. 

While government bond yields have plunged, reflecting slower near-term growth prospects, global 

equities have risen. This could be construed as something of a conundrum although the 

explanation is a declining risk premium for global equities, reflecting a remarkable confidence 

among investors in the ability of monetary policy to head off a slowdown in corporate profits. 

The spread between junk bonds and risk-free government securities has shrunk by about 50bp 

since central bankers opened the debate globally on easier monetary policy in coming quarters. 

The P/E re-rating in US equities is consistent with a similar magnitude reduction in the US equity 

risk premium, as the US market index has risen even as US earnings forecasts for 2019 are on a 

declining trend. 

Exhibit 1: The difference between junk and US government bond yields has declined by 50bp in recent weeks 

 
Source: Refinitiv 

At this point, we therefore believe the prospect of easier monetary policy is more than fully priced 

into equity markets. Furthermore, a wide range of survey data on a global basis suggests a 

meaningful slowdown may lie ahead. We are not as sanguine as the markets imply on the ultimate 

impact of lower economic growth on profits forecasts for 2019.  

This very strong late-cycle performance in risk assets such as equities and high yield bonds has 

masked weakening trends in the economy, corporate fundamentals and disturbing political 

developments, all of which we have witnessed during the past six months.  

In the UK, US President Trump this week hailed the ‘tough and smart’ ‘Britain Trump’, also known 

as incoming Prime Minister Boris Johnson. It remains to be seen what room for manoeuvre he has 

given a slender parliamentary majority and many in the UK will be grateful that the government in 

the UK does not have the free rein of the US administration for foreign policy decisions. However, 

the stalemate on Brexit has not been broken. 

While PM Johnson has spoken brave words in terms of the preparedness of the UK for no-deal, it 

remains to be seen whether his government would survive the run-up to a no-deal outcome if the 
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EU refused to budge from the current Withdrawal Agreement. In the circumstances, and despite the 

change of individuals within the UK government, uncertainty for the UK economy and sterling 

remains elevated over the near term. 

Within the eurozone, the lack of resolution to the Brexit question is also weighing on sentiment 

indices. Furthermore, the apparent lack of progress in US/China trade talks is now clearly affecting 

Europe’s exporting nations. US President Trump is demonstrating strong political skills in pointing 

the finger for the slowdown in the US and world economy at everyone but himself. 

Furthermore, Trump’s running tweets and commentary with respect to the actions of the US Federal 

Reserve may play well to his domestic electoral support. However, he may be playing with fire in 

terms of the longer-term international perceptions of the qualities of the dollar as a safe reserve 

currency. 

While the risk of ‘emergification’ of the US dollar and, potentially, the loss of independence of the 

US Federal Reserve is clearly a longer-term question, the recent strength of the gold price is 

instructive. Lower long-term rates may support the gold price due to the lower cost of carry but 

there may already be an element of tail-risk hedging in the current surge of interest in the metal. 

Exhibit 2: Renewed interest in gold reflects both declining rates and rising tail risks for the US dollar 

 
Source: Refinitiv 

Over the past six months asset allocators have seen a comprehensive U-turn in monetary policy, 

from a path of steady normalisation to a near-panic level of declining long- and short-term rate 

expectations on a global basis. One scenario, which may be low probability but would be strongly 

beneficial for gold, would be a period of ineffective monetary policy, leading to a further extended 

period of financial repression. What is clear is that central banks will in any case need to design 

policies carefully to avoid impacting bank sector profitability through an extended period of low or 

negative interest rates. It is the prospect of ineffective monetary policy which may have been driving 

the gold price, in our view. 

2019 earnings forecasts continue to decline 

Faith in policymakers’ support for corporate profits may yet be tested 

Consistent with the weakness in global PMI survey data, 2019 earnings forecasts are also starting 

to falter. Nevertheless, we recognise that for many investors corporate fundamentals will matter 

less than the near-term direction of monetary policy at the present time. 

However, slowing growth does appear to be having a detrimental effect on profits momentum. On 

an unweighted basis, 2019 forecasts are now 10% lower than a year ago in the UK and eurozone 

and nearly 15% lower in emerging markets. The US has held up better with a 3% decline in 

earnings forecasts over the same period. 

It is notable that having stabilised during Q119, earnings estimates in both emerging and developed 

markets are now back on a declining trend in the absence of the anticipated resolution to the 
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US/China trade dispute during May. This has been reflected in weakening trends in PMI survey 

data and this is now feeding into corporate guidance and consensus earnings forecasts.  

While market direction appears dominated by the prospect of easier monetary policy at present, we 

note that historically equities have more typically struggled in an environment of downgrades, seen 

as recently as Q418. We are concerned that investors are not properly taking into consideration the 

strong likelihood of lower profits in a scenario of lower economic growth, which is implicit in 

expectations for meaningfully looser monetary policy. Even as earnings forecasts are now falling at 

a similar rate to that seen in Q418, equity market sentiment has, for now, remained remarkably 

robust. 

Exhibit 3: Budding recovery in confidence in 2019 earnings forecasts has receded as downgrades dominate 

 
Source: Refinitiv, Edison calculations. Note: US/UK/Europe ex UK. 

Conclusion  

We remain concerned in respect of equities as we are in an environment where bond yields are 

falling, reflecting lower inflation and growth prospects, while equity market valuations are rising and 

market sentiment remains robust. We understand this is based on an expected monetary policy 

easing in the near term, but it also suggests a touching level of faith in monetary policy for curing all 

ills in respect of the economic cycle and ensuring stable corporate profits growth. 

We are not alone as even central banks have at times admitted to being less than all-powerful in 

this regard and have also highlighted the need for fiscal measures and structural reforms, notably 

within the EU, to provide balanced support for the economy. Such balanced support is also less 

likely to create adverse distributional side-effects. 

It is unfortunate that the little dry powder in terms of conventional monetary policy available to 

central banks is, arguably, being squandered on addressing a global slowdown that might have 

been avoided with a better US approach to address the known issues in US/China trade. In 

addition, Brexit – a phenomenon also related to the rise of populism – continues to loom over the 

EU area. 

Given that investors also find themselves late in the cycle due to the longevity of the global 

expansion, very low unemployment and rising debt levels in a number of sectors within the global 

economy, we suggest that profits should continue to be taken in equities as a degree of caution in 

our view remains warranted.  
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